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“Boy Loves Girl is a wonderful experience, its premise is sweet and its gameplay is addicting”

 “The idea is charming, cheeky and even romantic”

 
“It’s something you can imagine playing in a cottage somewhere under the stars”

“The animation of the animals and the boy is fantastic in a modern-retro sort of way”

“It has the just-one-more-go factor from the NES days”

“Don’t be fooled by the pretty packaging, this game is CHALLENGING”



Bring the Girl the Moon on a String
Everyone knows that the way to please a girl is to bring her the moon on a string!



Catch the Animals
Girl quickly proves to be quite demanding. 

So Boy sets out to convince her favourite animals to help him in his quest.



Animals Help Get the Girl
Armed with the best gifts the world has to offer, 

Boy is destined to win the heart of Girl.



Avoid the Clouds
Swipe up and down to steer the moon.

Avoid the nasty clouds!



Sleepy Cloud: Tap to Wake
Sleepy is lazy, be careful of his Zs, they can zap the moon!

It’s usually most safe to pass under Sleepy.
Tap him to wake him up and make passing a little easier.



Rainy Cloud: Tap to Stop Rain
Rainy will not stop crying, don’t let his tears extinguish the moon!

It’s usually most safe to pass over him.
Tickle him to cheer him up and make passing a little easier.



Rocket Cloud: Tap to Set Off
Rocket is an easily excited chap, he’s just waiting to accelerate into the moon.

It’s usually most safe to stay above or below him.
Tap him to safely set him off, when he is out of harms way.



Bomber Cloud: Tap to Explode
Bomber is a temperamental guy, he is likely to explode when he gets near the moon.

It’s usually most safe to stay well away from him.
Tap the switch on his back to set him off early, before he gets close! 



Thunder Cloud: Tap to Shock
Thunder is a devious trickster, he will strike the moon at any given chance.

It’s usually most safe to pass above or out of range of his lightning.
It’s always fun to tap him to give him an involuntary shock.



3 Star Challenge
3 Stars are available on every level.

Complete all three challenges and you earn a bonus level.



3 Star Challenge Format
You are given challenge requirements for each star at the start of a level.

Here’s an example:

Over 10 Sleepy Clouds

Over 20 Sleepy Clouds

Collect  100 Smiles



Bonus Level
Get all 3 stars on a level to access the bonus stage.

She loves me, she loves me not?



Collect the Smiles
Lots of things make Boy happy on his adventure.

Find the things that make him happy and be sure to collect his smiles.



More Smiles: Fly Over Sleepy
All boys love a challenge.

Make Boy smile by flying OVER Sleepy.
Tap him first to wake him up!



More Smiles: Fly Under Rainy
Boy finds it hilarious to do unconventional things.

Make Boy laugh by flying UNDER Rainy.
Be sure to tap Rainy first to stop him crying!



More Smiles: Graze Rocket
Boy is a daredevil, ever played chicken?

Make Boy happy by dodging Rocket at the last minute.



More Smiles: Go Through Bomber’s Debris
Fortune favours the bold.

Fly through the bits of an exploded Bomber to make Boy’s day.
Be sure to tap Bomber first!



More Smiles: Really Shock Thunder
Lightning never should strike the same place thrice.

Tap Thunder three times to see what happens. 
Make Boy smile!



More Smiles: Touch the Stars
Sssshhhh. This is a secret!

When you complete a challenge, a star will appear on the level.
Tap the star to make Boy smile.

You really will need these extra smiles for the later levels!



Difficulty Progress
Hills
Controls introduced.
Clouds introduced.

Town
Challenges introduced.
Practice getting more smiles.

Markets
Player is fully equipped to tackle the challenges ahead.

Desert
Wind in the levels increase.
Clouds start to move faster.

Mountain
Star challenges begin to tighten. 
Here you need to start playing optimally to complete the challenges.

End of the World
Star challenges require lightning reflexes and skills of a true gamer.  

Forest of Love
This level is nod to our twitch-gaming roots.
This is a reminder of how challenging games used to be.
Only the hard-core need apply.



Girl’s Favourite Animals

Gazelle
Can be found in the Hills.

Kangaroo
Can be found in the Town.

Baboon
Can be found in the Markets.

Baby Camel
Can be found in the Desert.

Goat
Can be found in the Mountain.

Baby Elephant
Can be found roaming the End of the World.
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We Hope You Like Boy Loves Girl!

Feel free to contact us if you have any further enquiries
 or you just want to show some love!

Grubby Hands
WEB: www.grubbyhands.com

TWITTER: twitter.com/Grubby_Hands
FACEBOOK: facebook.com/GrubbyHands

MAIL: pr@grubbyhands.com


